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  Rebel movement attacks on Um Rauaba and Abu Karshowla 
(North and South Kordufan) 

It was a great shock for the Sudanese nation and the whole world on Saturday morning the 

29
th

 of April 2013 after the dastardly attacks by the rebel movement to the civil areas of 

(OM rauaba, Alsimih, Allah Kareem, Abu Karshowla and rest of North Kordofan secure 

sedentary villages, which have never witness throughout its history since the nineteenth 

century any military actions. As well as there is no presence of any big governmental 

military forces there to be attacked.  

Those treacherous attacks were targeting the unarmed civilians by most horrendous crimes 

of murder, slaughter and burning. In addition to the destruction of public and private 

properties, more over to that their evils vicious hands extended to destruct the mosques and 

Quran Kalwawa. 

Were they have ignored all international and regional conventions and the Sudanese 

customs and traditions by envisioning the inviolable and sanctity of Almighty Allah 

worship houses.  

What have been done by those rebel groups is flagrant and an explicit violation for human 

rights and international humanitarian law, were stretched even further to be a war crime and 

genocide against the civilian population groups. 

What requires the condemn of the international community as well as the regional and local 

organizations and all humanitarian rights protection actor the keenest to protect human 

rights and human dignity by denunciation this crime and work hardly to brought those 

perpetrators of this crimes to justice. 

Al-zabair Charity Foundation condemns and deplores these barbaric and shameful acts, 

which is real blot on the conscience the humanity and those rebel movements. 

And the national group for human rights emphasizing to Sudanese community and to the 

civil society organizations, they are working day and night in order to bring the justices to 

the victims of this brutal crimes. And call human rights organizations and human rights 

activists to move and monitor violations and encroachment work, so as to bring the 

perpetrators   to justice. 

    


